Business Breakthrough Intensive with
Money and Business Mentor Maggie Ostara, PhD
Join me for two days of in-depth work that is usually available only to my private clients. If you are
interested in working with a multiple-six figure coach, who has six-figure plus clients in the healing arts,
coaching fields, and spiritual realms, you’ve come to the right place!

What is a Business Breakthrough Intensive?
A BBI provides participants with an intimate experience working one-on-one with me in a group setting.
Participants are invited to bring the biggest issue in their business around which they would like a
breakthrough. I will work with each participant on what you bring – and also be prepared that the coaching
may take an unpredicted direction toward what you need most! That’s part of the magic of on-the-spot
coaching.

Description/Format
 Two-day immersion experience in a facilitator-led mastermind format
 Each participant receives 30 minutes of spot-light coaching from Maggie directly.
 Everyone witnesses and learns from each others’ spotlight sessions.
 Time is allocated for additional group Q&A and discussion.
 Teaching is primarily presented in the context of the spotlight sessions and topics that participants
raise, rather than in preplanned sessions. This allows for customized teaching for participants’
specific needs and desires.
 Attendance is very limited to no more than 12 participants.

Sample Topics and Benefits


Create a COMPELLING message that creates a “that’s me!” moment with your Tribe, and has
potential clients lining up to work with you



Identify your Soul Signature and deepening your appreciation of your True value so that you can
charge what your services are actually worth and get it!



Develop a sense of purpose from your Soul Signature and point of view that energizes you every
day and transforms your work into a mission



Up level your $Money Story so that your outer strategy can gain traction and you can accelerate
your income like never before



Develop your higher-value, higher-priced offerings, and strategies and action steps for how to
effectively offer them to people who want them
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Develop your web presence (from splash page, to sales pages, and beyond) to leverage your
expertise and extend your reach far beyond your physical presence



Develop your Village Model of Business Creation (sequencing your outreach, offerings, and
invitations) so that there’s always an obvious next step waiting for your clients and sustainable
and predictable income for you



Create lucrative events that put thousands to tens and even hundreds of thousands of dollar in
your bank (instead of costing you money!)



Learn to sell from the stage at your or other people’s events to create four, five and six figure
speeches, workshops and events



Create an actionable outreach (marketing) plan to double, triple or even quadruple your income
in the next six – 12 months.

You will leave the Business Breakthrough Intensive with:
 A much clearer sense of how to take your business to the next level, whether you are
in stage one, two, or three
 Actionable steps that you can implement right away to create the outcomes you are
most longing for
 A deeper and better rounded understanding of the fundamentals of business building
as a service provider that you can draw on for months, even years, to come
 A bigger horizon of possibility than ever before, generated from the knowing that you
really can develop soul-inspired business that creates serious money and an impressive
impact in the area that you most desire
Total value: $1997
Your Investment: $497
Upcoming dates: September 12-13, 2014, 11am – 6pm
Location: TBD, Berkeley, CA

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP: http://tinyurl.com/OstaraBBI
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